Express incorporation of membrane proteins from various human cell types into phospholipid bilayer nanodiscs.
Analysis of membrane proteins is still inadequately represented in diagnostics despite their importance as drug targets and biomarkers. One main reason is the difficult handling caused by their insolubility in aqueous buffer solutions. The nanodisc technology was developed to circumvent this challenge and enables analysis of membrane proteins with standard research methods. However, existing nanodisc generation protocols rely on time-consuming membrane isolation and protein purification from overexpression systems. In the present study, we present a novel, simplified procedure for the rapid generation of nanodiscs directly from intact cells. Workflow and duration of the nanodisc preparation were shortened without reducing the reconstitution efficiency, and all the steps were modified for the use of only standard laboratory equipment. This protocol was successfully applied to various human cell types, such as cultivated human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK-293) cells, as well as freshly isolated human red blood cells and platelets. In addition, the reconstitution of membrane proteins from cell organelles was achieved. The use of endogenous lipids ensures a native-like environment, which promotes native protein (re)folding. Nanodisc generation was verified by size exclusion chromatography and EM, whereas incorporation of different membrane proteins was demonstrated by Western blot analysis. Our protocol enabled the rapid incorporation of endogenous membrane proteins from human cells into nanodiscs, which can be applied to analytical approaches.